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Abstract
In the decoupling limit, the DGP model reduces to the theory of a scalar field pi, with interactions
including a specific cubic self-interaction - the galileon term. This term, and its quartic and quintic
generalizations, can be thought of as arising from a probe 3-brane in a 5-dimensional bulk with
Lovelock terms on the brane and in the bulk. We study multi-field generalizations of the galileon,
and extend this probe brane view to higher co-dimensions. We derive an extremely restrictive
theory of multiple galileon fields, interacting through a quartic term controlled by a single coupling,
and trace its origin to the induced brane terms coming from Lovelock invariants in the higher co-
dimension bulk. We explore some properties of this theory, finding de Sitter like self accelerating
solutions. These solutions have ghosts if and only if the flat space theory does not have ghosts.
Finally, we prove a general non-renormalization theorem: multi-field galileons are not renormalized
quantum mechanically to any loop in perturbation theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A particularly fruitful way of extending both the standard models of particle physics and
cosmology is the hypothesis of extra spatial dimensions beyond the three that manifest
themselves in everyday physics. Historically, such ideas have provided a tantalizing possibil-
ity of unifying the basic forces through the geometry and topology of the extra-dimensional
manifold, and in recent years, have been the basis for attempts to tackle the hierarchy
problem. In this latter incarnation, a crucial insight has been the realization that different
forces may operate in different dimensionalities, by confining the standard model particles
to a 3 + 1-dimensional submanifold - the brane - while gravity probes the entire spacetime -
the bulk - due to the equivalence principle. Such constructions allow, among other unusual
features, for infinite extra dimensions, in contrast to the more usual compactified theories.
In the case of a single extra dimension, a further refinement was introduced in [1], where a
separate induced gravity term was introduced on the brane. The resulting 4+1-dimensional
action
S =
M35
2
∫
d5x
√−G R[G] + M
2
4
2
∫
d4x
√−g R[g] (1)
is known as the DGP (Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati) model, and yields a rich and dramatic
phenomenology, with, for example, a branch of 4-dimensional cosmological solutions which
self-accelerate at late times, and a set of predictions for upcoming missions which will perform
local tests of gravity.
It is possible to derive a 4-d effective action for the DGP model by integrating out the
bulk. It has been claimed [2, 3] that a decoupling limit for DGP exists, in which the 4-d
effective action reduces to a theory of a single scalar pi, representing the position of the
brane in the extra dimension, with a cubic self-interaction term ∼ (∂pi)2pi (though this
claim is not without controversy, see for example [4]). This term has the properties that its
field equations are second order (despite the fact that the lagrangian is higher order), which
is important for avoiding ghosts. It is also invariant (up to a total derivative) under the
following galilean transformation,
pi(x)→ pi(x) + c+ bµxµ , (2)
with c and bµ constants.
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These properties are interesting in their own right, and terms that generalize the cubic DGP
term studied (without considering a possible higher dimensional origin) in [5] are referred
to as galileons. Requiring the invariance (2) forces the equations of motion to contain at
least two derivatives acting on each field, and there exists a set of terms that lead to such a
form with exactly two derivatives on each field (in fact, the absence of ghosts in a non-linear
regime demands that there be at most two derivatives on each field). These are the terms
that were classified in [5], and take the schematic form
Ln ∼ ∂pi ∂pi (∂2pi)n−2, (3)
with suitable Lorentz contractions and dimensionful coefficients. In d spacetime dimensions
there are d such terms, corresponding to n = 2, . . . , d + 1. The n = 2 term is just the
usual kinetic term (∂pi)2, the n = 3 case is the DGP term (∂pi)2pi, and the higher terms
generalize these.
These terms have appeared in various contexts apart from DGP; for example the n = 4, 5
terms seem to appear in the decoupling limit of an interesting interacting theory of Lorentz
invariant massive gravity [6]. They have been generalized to curved space [7, 8], identified
as possible ghost-free modifications of gravity and cosmology [5, 9–13], and used to build
alternatives to inflation [14] and dark energy [15, 16].
Another remarkable fact, which we will prove for a more general multi-field model in sec-
tion VI, is that the Ln terms above do not get renormalized upon loop corrections, so that
their classical values can be trusted quantum-mechanically. Also, from an effective field the-
ory point of view, there can exist regimes in which only these galileon terms are important.
It is natural to consider whether the successes of the DGP model can be extended and
improved in models in which the bulk has higher co-dimension, and whether the drawbacks
of the 5-dimensional approach, such as the ghost problem in the accelerating branch, might
be ameliorated in such a setting. Since our understanding of the complexities of the DGP
model has arisen primarily through the development of a 4-dimensional effective theory in a
decoupling limit, one might hope to achieve a similar understanding of theories with larger
co-dimension. This is the aim of this paper.
We do not consider the full higher co-dimension DGP or a decoupling limit thereof. Instead,
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we are interested in generalizing the galileon actions to multiple fields and exploring the
probe brane-world view of these terms, extending the work of [17] on the single field case.
The theory which emerges from the brane construction in co-dimension N has an internal
SO(N) symmetry in addition to the galilean symmetry. This is extremely restrictive, and in
four dimensions it turns out that there is a single non-linear term compatible with it. This
makes for a fascinating four dimensional field description; a scalar field theory with a single
allowed coupling, which receives no quantum corrections.
II. SINGLE-FIELD GALILEONS AND GENERALIZATIONS
In co-dimension one, the decoupling limit of DGP consists of a 4-dimensional effective theory
of gravity coupled to a single scalar field pi, representing the bending mode of the brane in
the fifth dimension. The pi field self-interaction includes a cubic self-interaction ∼ (∂pi)2pi,
which has the following two properties:
1. The field equations are second order,
2. The terms are invariant up to a total derivative under the internal galilean transfor-
mations pi → pi + c+ bµxµ, where c, bµ are arbitrary real constants.
In [5], this was generalized, and all possible lagrangian terms for a single scalar with these
two properties were classified in all dimensions. They are called galileon terms, and there
exists a single galileon lagrangian at each order in pi, where “order” refers to the number of
copies of pi that appear in the term. For n ≥ 1, the (n+ 1)-th order galileon lagrangian is
Ln+1 = nηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn (∂µ1pi∂ν1pi∂µ2∂ν2pi · · · ∂µn∂νnpi) , (4)
where
ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn ≡ 1
n!
∑
p
(−1)p ηµ1p(ν1)ηµ2p(ν2) · · · ηµnp(νn) . (5)
The sum in (5) is over all permutations of the ν indices, with (−1)p the sign of the permu-
tation. The tensor (5) is anti-symmetric in the µ indices, anti-symmetric the ν indices, and
symmetric under interchange of any µ, ν pair with any other. These lagrangians are unique
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up to total derivatives and overall constants. Because of the anti-symmetry requirement on
η, only the first n of these galileons are non-trivial in n-dimensions. In addition, the tadpole
term, pi, is galilean invariant, and we therefore include it as the first-order galileon.
Thus, at the first few orders, we have
L1 = pi, (6)
L2 = [pi2],
L3 = [pi2][Π]− [pi3],
L4 = 1
2
[pi2][Π]2 − [pi3][Π] + [pi4]− 1
2
[pi2][Π2],
L5 = 1
6
[pi2][Π]3 − 1
2
[pi3][Π]2 + [pi4][Π]− [pi5] + 1
3
[pi2][Π3]− 1
2
[pi2][Π][Π2] +
1
2
[pi3][Π2] .
We have used the notation Π for the matrix of partials Πµν ≡ ∂µ∂νpi, and [Πn] ≡ Tr(Πn),
e.g. [Π] = pi, [Π2] = ∂µ∂νpi∂µ∂νpi, and [pin] ≡ ∂pi · Πn−2 · ∂pi, i.e. [pi2] = ∂µpi∂µpi,
[pi3] = ∂µpi∂
µ∂νpi∂νpi. The above terms are the only ones which are non-vanishing in four
dimensions. The second is the standard kinetic term for a scalar, while the third is the DGP
pi-lagrangian (up to a total derivative).
The equations of motion derived from (4) are
En+1 ≡ δLn+1
δpi
= −n(n+ 1)ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn (∂µ1∂ν1pi∂µ2∂ν2pi · · · ∂µn∂νnpi) = 0 , (7)
and are second order, as advertised1.
1 Beyond their second order nature, these lagrangians possess a number of other interesting properties.
Under the shift symmetry pi → pi + , the Noether current is
jµn+1 = n(n+ 1)η
µν1µ2ν2···µnνn (∂ν1pi∂µ2∂ν2pi · · · ∂µn∂νnpi) . (8)
Shift symmetry implies that the equations of motion are equivalent to the conservation of this current,
En+1 = −∂µjµn+1 . (9)
However, the Noether current itself can also be written as a derivative
jµn+1 = ∂νj
µν
n+1 , (10)
where there are many possibilities for jµn+1, two examples of which are
jµνn+1 = n(n+ 1)η
µνµ2ν2···µnνn (pi∂µ2∂ν2pi · · · ∂µn∂νnpi) , (11)
jµνn+1 = −n(n+ 1)ηµνµ2ν2···µnνn (∂µ2pi∂ν2pi∂µ3∂ν3pi · · · ∂µn∂νnpi) . (12)
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The first few orders of the equations of motion are
E1 = 1, (14)
E2 = −2[Π], (15)
E3 = −3
(
[Π]2 − [Π2]) , (16)
E4 = −2
(
[Π]3 + 2[Π3]− 3[Π][Π2]) , (17)
E5 = −5
6
(
[Π]4 − 6[Π4] + 8[Π][Π3]− 6[Π]2[Π2] + 3[Π2]2) . (18)
By adding a total derivative, and by using the following identity for the η symbol in Ln+1
ηµ1ν1...µnνn =
1
n
(ηµ1ν1ηµ2ν2...µnνn − ηµ1ν2ηµ2ν1µ2ν3...µnνn + · · ·+ (−1)nηµ1νnηµ2ν1...µnνn−1) ,
(19)
the galileon lagrangians can be brought into a (sometimes more useful) different form, which
illustrates that the (n+ 1)-th order lagrangian is just (∂pi)2 times the n-th order equations
of motion,
Ln+1 = − n+ 1
2n(n− 1)(∂pi)
2En − n− 1
2
∂µ1
[
(∂pi)2ηµ1ν1···µn−1νn−1∂ν1pi∂µ2∂ν2pi · · · ∂µn−1∂νn−1pi
]
.
(20)
From the simplified form (20) we can see that L3, for example, takes the usual galileon form
(∂pi)2pi.
These galileon actions can be generalized to the multi-field case, where there is a multiplet
piI of fields2. The action in this case can be written
Ln+1 = SI1I2···In+1ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn
(
piIn+1∂µ1∂ν1pi
I1∂µ2∂ν2pi
I2 · · · ∂µn∂νnpiIn
)
, (21)
with SI1I2···In+1 a symmetric constant tensor. This is invariant under under individual galilean
transformations for each field, piI → piI + cI + bIµxµ, and the equations of motion are second
order,
EI ≡ δL
δpiI
= (n+ 1)SII1I2···Inη
µ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn (∂µ1∂ν1piI1∂µ2∂ν2piI2 · · · ∂µn∂νnpiIn) . (22)
Thus the equations of motion can in fact be written as a double total derivative,
En+1 = −∂µ∂νjµνn+1 . (13)
2 As we put the finishing touches to this paper, several preprints appeared which also discuss generalizations
to the galileons [18], [19], [20].
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The theory containing these galilean-invariant operators is not renormalizable, i.e. it is an
effective field theory with a cutoff Λ, above which some UV completion is required. As was
mentioned in the introduction, the Ln terms above do not get renormalized upon loop cor-
rections, so that their classical values can be trusted quantum-mechanically (see section VI).
The structure of the one-loop effective action (in 3 + 1 dimensions) is, schematically3 [3],
Γ ∼
∑
m
[
Λ4 + Λ2∂2 + ∂4 log
(
∂2
Λ2
)](
∂∂pi
Λ3
)m
. (23)
One should consider quantum effects within the effective theory, since there are other op-
erators of the same dimension that might compete with the galileon terms. However, there
can exist interesting regimes where non-linearities from the galileon terms are important,
yet quantum effects from terms such as (23) are under control. From the tree-level action
containing only the galileon terms (4), and where all dimensionful couplings carry the scale
Λ as appropriate for an effective field theory with cutoff Λ, we see that the strength of
classical nonlinearities is measured by
αcl ≡ ∂∂pi
Λ3
, (24)
in the sense that the n-th order galileon interaction Ln is roughly αn−2cl times the kinetic
energy for pi. On the other hand, by factoring out two powers of pi from the effective action,
Γ ∼
∑
m′
[
αq + α
2
q + α
3
q logαq
]
∂pi∂pi
(
∂∂pi
Λ3
)m′
, (25)
it is clear that the quantity suppressing quantum effects relative to classical ones is
αq ≡ ∂
2
Λ2
. (26)
This separation of scales allows for the existence of regimes in which there exist classical
field configurations with non-linearities of order one, αcl = ∂∂pi/Λ
3 ∼ 1, and yet which
3 Strictly speaking, quantum effects calculable solely within the effective theory are only those associated
with log-divergences. Power-divergences are regularization dependent, and depend upon some UV com-
pletion or matching condition. In dimensional regularization with minimal subtraction they do not even
show up, corresponding to making a special and optimistic assumption about the UV completion, i.e. that
power-law divergences are precisely cancelled somehow by the UV contributions. However, it is important
to stress that the conclusions about the galileon lagrangian are true even in the presence of generic power
divergences, i.e. even with a generic UV completion.
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nevertheless satisfy αq  1, so that quantum effects are under control. Thus it can be
possible to study non-linear classical solutions involving all the gailieon terms, and still
trust these solutions in light of quantum corrections4.
An example of such a configuration can be seen in the theory with only the cubic galileon
term (setting the others to zero is a technically natural choice, since they are not renormal-
ized) coupled to the trace of the stress tensor of matter, T ,
L = −3(∂pi)2 − 1
Λ3
(∂pi)2pi + 1
MPl
piT . (27)
Here MPl is a mass scale controlling the strength of the coupling to matter (in applications
to modified gravity, it is the Planck mass).
Consider the static spherically symmetric solution, pi(r), around a point source of mass M ,
T ∼ Mδ3(r) [3]. The solution transitions, at the distance scale RV ≡ 1Λ
(
M
MPl
)1/3
, between
a linear and non-linear regime,
pi(r) ∼
Λ
3R2V
(
r
RV
)1/2
r  RV ,
Λ3R2V
(
RV
r
)
r  RV .
(28)
Assuming M  MPl so that RV  1Λ , we can identify three distinct regimes: Far from
the source, at distances r  RV , we have αcl ∼
(
RV
r
)3  1 and αq ∼ 1(rΛ)2  1, so
quantum corrections are under control, but also the interesting classical non-linearities of
the cubic term are unimportant. Close to the source, r  1
Λ
, we have αcl ∼
(
RV
r
)3/2  1
and αq ∼ 1(rΛ)2  1. Here, interesting non-linear effects are important, but quantum effects
are not under control, and any attempt to extract physics would require a UV completion.
There is, however, an intermediate range, 1
Λ
 r  RV , in which αcl ∼
(
RV
r
)3/2  1 and
αq ∼ 1(rΛ)2  1 so that interesting non-linear effects are important, while quantum effects
are under control.
An analogous situation is familiar from general relativity. In that case, the relevant field is
the canonically normalized metric perturbation, gµν ∼ ηµν + 1MPlhµν . The action consists of
4 In fact, for even larger non-linearities, ∂∂pi/Λ3  1, quantum fluctuations receive a correspondingly
larger kinetic term from the expansion of the non-linear terms about the non-trivial background, thus
effectively becoming weakly coupled and suppressing loop corrections even further [3].
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a linear kinetic term ∼ ∂2h2, and an infinite number of non-linear terms of the form ∂2hn,
with n ≥ 3, which sum up into the Einstein-Hilbert action ∼ M2Pl
√−gR. Diffeomorphism
invariance ensures that the relative coefficients of these non-linear terms are not renormal-
ized, so their classical forms can be trusted. The measure of non-linearity in this case is
αcl ∼ h/MPl, with non-linear operators suppressed relative to the kinetic terms by powers of
this factor. Quantum effects are expected to generate higher curvature terms, for example
√−gR2, 1
M2Pl
√−gR3, which will generate higher-derivative operators of the form ∂mhn, with
m ≥ 4. These are suppressed relative to classical operators by powers of the factor αq ∼ ∂MPl .
The analogous spherically symmetric static solution is hµν ∼ MMPlr , where M  MPl is the
total mass of the solution, so that αcl ∼ MM2Plr . Therefore, for r  RS ≡
M
M2Pl
(such as in the
solar system), classical non-linearities are unimportant, whereas for r  RS (such as inside
and near the horizon of a black hole) they dominate. Since αq ∼ 1MPlr , quantum effects are
negligible for r  1
MPl
but become important near and below the Planck length. Thus the
black hole horizon is the interesting middle regime, where classical non-linearities are large
and produce important effects which can be trusted in light of quantum corrections. These
non-linear, quantum-controlled regimes are where interesting models of inflation, cosmology,
modified gravity, etc. employing these galileon actions should be placed.
III. BRANE ORIGINS OF GALILEAN INVARIANCE
The internal galilean symmetry pi → pi + c + bµxµ of the theories we have discussed above
can be thought of as inherited from symmetries of a probe brane floating in a higher dimen-
sional flat bulk, in a small field limit [17]. To see this, consider a 3-brane (3+1 spacetime
dimensions) embedded in five dimensional Minkowski space. Let the bulk coordinates be
XA, ranging over 5 dimensions, and let the brane coordinates be xµ, ranging over 4 dimen-
sions. The bulk metric is flat, ηAB, and the embedding of the brane into the bulk is given
by embedding functions XA(x), which are the dynamical degrees of freedom.
We require the action to be invariant under Poincare transformations of the bulk,
δPX
A = ωABX
B + A , (29)
where A and antisymmetric ωAB are the infinitesimal parameters of the bulk translations
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and Lorentz transformations respectively. We also require the action to be gauge invariant
under reparametrizations of the brane,
δgX
A = ξµ∂µX
A , (30)
where ξµ(x) is the gauge parameter.
We may use this gauge freedom to fix a unitary gauge
Xµ(x) = xµ, X5(x) ≡ pi(x) , (31)
where the index set A has been separated into µ along the brane and X5 transverse to the
brane. Now,
δPX
µ = ωµνx
ν + ωµ5pi + 
µ , (32)
and so the Poincare transformations (29) do not preserve this gauge. However, the gauge
may be restored by making a gauge transformation, δgX
µ = ξν∂νx
µ = ξµ with the choice
ξµ = −ωµνxν − ωµ5pi − µ . (33)
Thus the combined transformation δP ′ = δP + δg leaves the gauge fixing intact and is a
symmetry of the gauge fixed action. Its action on the remaining field pi is
δP ′pi = −ωµνxν∂µpi − µ∂µpi + ω5µxµ − ωµ5pi∂µpi + 5 . (34)
The first two terms correspond to unbroken 4-dimensional Poincare invariance, the second
two terms correspond to the broken boosts (which will become the galilean symmetry for
small pi), and the fifth term is the shift symmetry corresponding to the broken translations
in the 5th direction.
In total, the group ISO(1, 4) is broken to ISO(1, 3). Renaming ω5µ ≡ ωµ, and 5 ≡ , we
obtain the internal relativistic invariance under which pi transforms like a goldstone boson,
δP ′pi = ωµx
µ − ωµpi∂µpi +  . (35)
This is the relativistic version of the internal galilean invariance we have been considering. It
is the symmetry of theories describing the motion of a brane in a flat bulk, such as DBI. The
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non-relativistic limit corresponds to taking the small pi limit, and in this limit the relativistic
invariance reduces to the non-relativistic galilean invariance
δP ′pi = ωµx
µ +  . (36)
This co-dimension one construction immediately suggests a generalization. Consider co-
dimension greater than one, so that there will be more than one pi field. Let the bulk
coordinates be XA, ranging over D dimensions, and let the brane coordinates be xµ, ranging
over d dimensions, so that the co-dimension is N = D − d. The relevant action will still
be invariant under the Poincare transformations (29) and the gauge reparameterization
symmetries (30), and we may use this gauge freedom to fix a unitary gauge
Xµ(x) = xµ, XI(x) ≡ piI(x) , (37)
where the I part of the index A represents directions transverse to the brane. Once again
the Poincare transformations (29) do not preserve this gauge, since
δPX
µ = ωµνx
ν + ωµIpi
I + µ , (38)
but the gauge can be restored by making a gauge transformation, δgX
µ = ξν∂νx
µ = ξµ, with
the choice
ξµ = −ωµνxν − ωµIpiI − µ . (39)
Thus the combined transformation δP ′ = δP + δg leaves the gauge fixing intact and is a
symmetry of the gauge fixed action. Its action on the remaining fields piI is
δP ′pi
I = −ωµνxν∂µpiI − µ∂µpiI + ωIµxµ − ωµJpiJ∂µpiI + I + ωIJpiJ . (40)
The first five terms are obvious generalizations of those in (34), while the last term is new to
co-dimension greater than one, and corresponds to the unbroken SO(N) symmetry in the
transverse directions. In total, the group ISO(1, D−1) is broken to ISO(1, d−1)×SO(N).
Taking the small piI limit, we find the extended non-relativistic internal galilean invariance
under which the piI transform:
δP ′pi
I = ωIµx
µ + I + ωIJpi
J . (41)
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This consists of a galilean invariance acting on each of the piI as in (21), and, importantly
as we shall see, an extra internal SO(N) rotation symmetry under which the pi’s transform
as a vector.
To obtain the multi-field actions invariant under (41), we must choose the tensor S in (21)
so that it is invariant under SO(N) rotations acting on all its indices. Equivalently, we must
contract up the I, J, . . . indices on the fields with each other using δIJ , the only SO(N)
invariant tensor (contracting with the epsilon tensor would give a vanishing action). This
simple fact immediately rules out all the lagrangians with an odd number of pi fields, in-
cluding the DGP cubic term. For an even number of pi fields there are naively two different
contractions we can make. One the one hand, we may contract together the two pi’s ap-
pearing with single derivatives, and then the remaining pi’s in any way (the symmetry of
ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn under interchange of µν pairs with each other makes these all equivalent). On
the other hand, we may contract each of the single derivative pi’s with a double derivative
pi. By integrating by parts one of the double derivatives in one of the contractions ∂piI∂∂piI ,
it is straightforward to show that this second method of contracting the indices is actually
equivalent to the first, up to a total derivative. Thus the unique multi-field galileon can be
written
Ln+1 = nηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn
(
∂µ1pi
I1∂ν1piI1∂µ2∂ν2pi
I2∂µ3∂ν3piI2 · · · ∂µn−1∂νn−1piIn−1∂µn∂νnpiIn−1
)
.
(42)
In four dimensions, there are now therefore only two possible terms; the kinetic term and a
fourth order interaction term5,
L2 = ∂µpiI∂µpiI , (43)
L4 = ∂µpiI∂νpiI
(
∂µ∂ρpi
J∂ν∂ρpiJ − ∂µ∂νpiJpiJ
)
+
1
2
∂µpi
I∂µpiI
(
piJpiJ − ∂ν∂ρpiJ∂ν∂ρpiJ
)
.
In particular, it is important to note that both the cubic and quintic terms are absent.
This represents an intriguing four dimensional scalar field theory: there is a single possible
interaction term, and thus a single free coupling constant (as in, for example, Yang-Mills
theory). Of course there are other possible terms compatible with the symmetries, namely
5 As we were completing the draft of this paper, we received [19], where these exact terms are also considered.
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those which contain two derivatives on every field, and where the field indices are contracted.
However, the quartic term above is the only one with six derivatives and four fields. All
other galilean-invariant terms have at least two derivatives per field. Thus, as argued in the
introduction, there can exist regimes in which the above quartic term is the only one which
is important. Furthermore, as will be shown in section VI, this term is not renormalized to
any order in perturbation theory, so classical calculations in these interesting regimes are in
fact exact.
To fully specify the theory, it is necessary to couple the pi fields to matter. The simple
linear coupling piIT , where T ≡ ηµνT µν is the trace of the energy momentum tensor, used
in [20], does not respect the SO(N) symmetry of the multi-galileon Lagrangian. There
are, of course, many other couplings that do respect this symmetry. The simplest of these is
piIpiIT , but this has its own drawback, namely that it does not respect the galilean symmetry.
To leading order in an expansion in piI , a coupling that respects both the internal SO(N)
symmetry and the galilean symmetry is given by
∂µpi
I∂νpiIT
µν
flat , (44)
where T µνflat is the energy-momentum tensor computed using the flat 4-dimensional metric
ηµν . Indeed such a coupling will naturally emerge from a minimal coupling Lmatter(gµν , ψ)
to brane matter ψ.
These terms will be important in discussing the phenomenology of multi-galileon theories,
but we shall not need to discuss them further in this paper, except for a brief comment when
we treat quantum corrections in section VI.
IV. HIGHER CO-DIMENSION BRANES AND ACTIONS
In this section, we show how to construct galilean and internally relativistic invariant scalar
field actions from the higher dimensional probe-brane prescription. This was done in [17]
for the co-dimension one case, and here we extend that approach to higher co-dimension.
In the co-dimension 1 case, to obtain an action invariant under the galilean symmetry (36),
we need only construct an action for the embedding of a brane XA(x), which is invariant un-
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der the reparametrizations (30) and the Poincare transformations (29). The reparametriza-
tions force the action to be a diffeomorphism scalar constructed out of the induced metric
gµν ≡ ∂XA∂xµ ∂X
B
∂xν
GAB(X), where GAB is the bulk metric as a function of the embedding vari-
ables XA. Poincare invariance then requires the bulk metric to be the flat Minkowski metric
GAB(X) = ηAB. Fixing the gauge X
µ(x) = xµ then fixes the induced metric
gµν = ηµν + ∂µpi∂νpi . (45)
Any action which is a diffeomorphism scalar, evaluated on this metric, will yield an action
for pi having the internal Poincare invariance (36), in addition to the usual 4-dimensional
spacetime Poincare invariance. The ingredients available to construct such an action are the
metric gµν , the covariant derivative ∇µ compatible with the induced metric, the Riemann
curvature tensor Rρσµν corresponding to this derivative, and the extrinsic curvature Kµν of
the embedding. Thus, the most general action is
S =
∫
d4x
√−gF (gµν ,∇µ, Rρσµν , Kµν)∣∣∣∣
gµν=ηµν+∂µpi∂νpi
. (46)
For example, the DBI action arises from∫
d4x
√−g →
∫
d4x
√
1 + (∂pi)2 . (47)
To recover a galilean-invariant action, with the symmetry (36), we have only to take the
small pi limit. For example, the DBI action above yields the kinetic term L2 in this limit. The
DGP cubic term comes from the action ∼ √−ggµνKµν . Note that this in this construction
the brane is merely a probe brane and no de-coupling limit is taken, which is fundamentally
different from what occurs in the de-coupling limit of DGP (for the effect of higher order
curvature terms in DGP, see for example [21]).
To generalize this prescription to higher co-dimension, we must now consider diffeomorphism
scalars constructed from the induced metric
gµν = ηµν + ∂µpi
I∂νpiI . (48)
A much more difficult question concerns the ingredients from which to construct the action;
i.e. the geometric quantities associated with a higher co-dimension brane. We review the
details of how to identify these in Appendix A. The main difference from the co-dimension
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one case is that the extrinsic curvature now carries an extra index, Kiµν . The i index runs
over the number of co-dimensions, and is associated with an orthonormal basis in the normal
bundle to the hypersurface. In addition, the covariant derivative ∇µ has a connection, βiµj
that acts on the i index. For example, the covariant derivative of the extrinsic curvature
reads
∇ρKiµν = ∂ρKiµν − ΓσρµKiσν − ΓσρνKiµσ + βiρjKjµν . (49)
The connection βiµj is anti-symmetric in its i, j indices, and so is a new feature appearing in
co-dimensions ≥ 2; it vanishes in co-dimension one. It has an associated curvature, Rijµν .
Therefore, an action of the form
S =
∫
d4x
√−gF (gµν ,∇µ, Rijµν , Rρσµν , Kiµν)∣∣∣∣
gµν=ηµν+∂µpiI∂νpiI
, (50)
will have the required relativistic symmetry (40), and its small field limit will have the
galilean invariance (41).
A. Brane quantities
To evaluate the action (50), it is necessary to know how to express the various geometric
quantities in terms of the piI .
The tangent vectors to the brane are
eAµ =
∂XA
∂xµ
=
δ
ν
µ A = ν ,
∂µpi
I A = I ,
(51)
and the induced metric is
gµν = e
A
µe
B
νηAB = ηµν + ∂µpi
I∂νpiI , (52)
where the I index is raised and lowered with δIJ . The inverse metric can then be written as
a power series,
gµν = ηµν − ∂µpiI∂νpiI +O(pi4) . (53)
To find the (orthonormal) normal vectors nAi (the index i takes the same values as I, but it
is the orthonormal frame index, whereas I is the transverse coordinate index), we solve the
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defining equations
eAµn
B
iηAB = 0, n
A
in
B
jηAB = δij . (54)
The first equation tells us that
nAi =
−nIi∂µpi
I A = µ,
nIi A = I,
(55)
where nIi are the as yet undetermined A = I components of nAi. The second equation of
(54) then gives
δij = n
I
in
J
j (∂µpiI∂
µpiJ + δIJ) . (56)
Thus, the nIi must be chosen to be vielbeins of the transverse “metric” gIJ ≡ ∂µpiI∂µpiJ+δIJ .
The ambiguity in this choice due to local O(N) transformations reflects the freedom to
change orthonormal basis in the normal space of the brane. The vielbeins summed over
their Lorentz indices i, j give the inverse of the metric to gIJ , which expanded in powers of
pi gives
nIin
J
jδ
ij = δIJ − ∂µpiI∂µpiJ +O(pi4) . (57)
The metric determinant can be expanded as
√−g = 1 + 1
2
∂µpi
I∂µpiI +O(pi4) , (58)
and the extrinsic curvature is
Kiµν = e
A
µe
B
ν∇AnBi = eBν∂µnBi
= ∂µnνi + ∂νpi
I∂µnIi = −∂µ
(
nIi∂νpi
I
)
+ ∂νpi
I∂µnIi
= −nIi∂µ∂νpiI . (59)
Finally, the twist connection is
βµij = n
B
ie
A
µ∇AnBj = nBi∂µnBj = nνi∂µnνj + nIi∂µnIj
= ∂νpiInIi∂µ
(
∂νpi
JnJj
)
+ nIi∂µnIj
=
(
δIJ + ∂νpi
I∂νpiJ
)
nIi∂µnJj + nIinJj∂
νpiI∂µ∂νpi
J . (60)
The action (50) is an SO(N) scalar, and so will not depend on how the ηIi are chosen.
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B. Lovelock terms and the probe brane prescription
A general choice for the action (50) will not lead to scalar field equations that are second
order. One of the key insights of de Rham and Tolley [17] is that the actions that do lead
to second order equations are precisely those that are related to Lovelock invariants. It is
well-known that the possible extensions of Einstein gravity which remain second order are
given by the famous Lovelock terms [22]. These terms are combinations of powers of the
Riemann tensor which are dimensional continuations of characteristic classes. We summarize
some properties of these terms in Appendix B. The problem of finding extensions of the pi
Lagrangian which possess second-order equations of motion is therefore equivalent to the
problem of finding extensions of higher-dimensional Einstein gravity which have second-order
equations of motion.
In the presence of lower-dimensional hypersurfaces or branes, Lovelock gravity in the bulk
must be supplemented by terms which depend on the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of the
brane. These additional surface terms are required in order to ensure that the variational
problem of the combined brane/bulk system is well posed [23]. The variation of the surface
term precisely cancels the higher-derivative variations on the surface which would otherwise
appear in the equations of motion. For the case of Einstein gravity these considerations lead
one to supplement the Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian by the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary
term [24, 25]
S =
∫
M
d4x
√−gR + 2
∫
d3y
√−hK , (61)
where x, y are the bulk and brane coordinates respectively, R is the Ricci scalar of the bulk
metric g, and K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the induced metric h on the brane.
The addition of Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary terms is closely related to the issue of
matching conditions for the bulk metric. When there are distributional sources of stress-
energy supported on the brane, the extrinsic curvatures on either side of the brane must
be related to the brane stress energy in a specific way. This relationship can be derived by
supplementing (61) by an action for the brane matter, then varying with respect to the bulk
and induced metrics.
Similarly, boundary terms (Myers terms) for the Lovelock invariants must be added [26, 27].
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The prescription of [17] is as follows: the d-dimensional single field galileon terms with
an even number N of pi’s are obtained from the (N − 2)-th Lovelock term on the brane,
constructed from the brane metric (see Appendix B for numbering convention of the Lovelock
terms). The terms with an odd number N of pi’s are obtained from the boundary term of
the (N − 1)-th d + 1 dimensional bulk Lovelock term. For instance, in d = 4, the kinetic
term with two pi’s is obtained from
√−g on the brane; the cubic pi term is obtained from
the Gibbons-Hawking-York term
√−gK; the quartic term is obtained from √−gR; and the
quintic term arises from the boundary term of the bulk Gauss-Bonnet invariant. There are
no further non-trivial Lovelock terms for d = 4, in either the brane or the bulk, corresponding
to the fact that there are no further non-trivial galileon terms.
Our goal is to build upon this prescription, and extend it to higher co-dimension. For this, we
need the corresponding higher-co-dimension boundary terms induced by the bulk Lovelock
invariants. These were studied by Charmousis and Zegers [28], who found that, despite the
freedom to specify a fairly general bulk gravitational theory and number of extra dimensions,
the resulting four-dimensional terms are surprisingly constrained, corresponding to the fact
that the multi-galileon action is essentially unique.
The summary of brane terms claimed in [28], for a brane of dimension d = 4, is as follows:
• If the co-dimension N is odd and N 6= 3, one obtains the dimensional continuation
of the Gibbons-Hawking-York and Myers terms, with the extrinsic curvature replaced
by a distinguished normal component of Kiµν . When N = 3, there are additional
terms involving the extrinsic curvature and the boundary term is not the dimensional
continuation of the Myers term.
• If N is even (see also [29]),
– If N = 2, then the boundary terms include only a brane cosmological constant,
and the following term
LN=2 =
√−g (R[g]− (Ki)2 +KiµνKµνi ) . (62)
– If N > 2, the boundary term includes only a brane cosmological constant and an
induced Einstein-Hilbert term.
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In what follows, we will restrict to the even co-dimension case, since it is unclear to us how
the normal components in the odd terms are to be interpreted.
C. Recovering the multi-field galileon
As we saw in the previous subsection, the unique brane action in four dimensions for even
co-dimension ≥ 4 is
S =
∫
d4x
√−g (−a2 + a4R) . (63)
The galileon action is obtained by substituting gµν = ηµν + ∂µpi
I∂νpiI , and expanding each
term to lowest non-trivial order in pi. The cosmological constant term yields an O(pi2) piece,
and the Einstein-Hilbert term yields an O(pi4) piece. Up to total derivatives, we have6
S =
∫
d4x
[
−a2 1
2
∂µpi
I∂µpiI + a4 ∂µpi
I∂νpi
J
(
∂λ∂
µpiJ∂
λ∂νpiI − ∂µ∂νpiIpiJ
)]
. (64)
Again, by adding a total derivative, we can see that the a4 term is proportional to the fourth
order term (44), so we recover the four dimensional multi-field galileon model,
S =
∫
d4x
[
−1
2
a2L2 + 1
2
a4L4
]
. (65)
The equations of motion are
δS
δpiI
= a2piI
+ a4
[
piI
(
∂µ∂νpiJ∂
µ∂νpiJ −piJpiJ
)
+ 2∂µ∂νpiI
(
∂µ∂νpiJpiJ − ∂µ∂λpiJ∂ν∂λpiJ
)]
.
(66)
For co-dimension two, there is the additional K2 part to the boundary term. This cancels
the contribution from the Ricci scalar, and thus yields nothing new. Therefore, (64) is the
6 A nice way to expand the Einstein-Hilbert term is to think in terms of a metric perturbation, gµν =
ηµν + hµν , where hµν = ∂µpi
I∂νpiI , as in weak-field studies of general relativity. Then fourth order in pi is
second order in hµν , but the second order in hµν is just the familiar lagrangian for a massless graviton,
1
2
δ2
(√−gR) = −1
4
∂λhµν∂
λhµν +
1
2
∂µhνλ∂
νhµλ − 1
2
∂µh
µν∂νh+
1
4
∂λh∂
λh+ (total derivative).
Evaluating this on hµν = ∂µpi
I∂νpiI gives (apart from the total derivative) the coefficient of a4 in (64).
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unique multi-galileon term in four dimensions and any even co-dimension. Keeping all orders
in pi would lead to a relativistically invariant action, a multi-field generalization of DBI with
second order equations.
V. DE-SITTER SOLUTIONS OF THE UNIQUE 4-TH ORDER ACTION
While the main aim of this paper is a derivation of the unique multi-galileon action and its
origin in the geometry of braneworlds in co-dimension greater than one, it is worth exploring
the simplest properties of the resulting theories. Perhaps the most straightforward question
to ask concerns the nature of maximally symmetric solutions to the equations of motion. If
the galileon were being used to describe a modification to gravity, the interest would be in
scalar field profiles that correspond to a gravitational de Sitter background solution. As was
argued in [3, 5] for the single field galileons, these profiles take the form ∼ xµxµ at short
distances, where xµ is the spacetime coordinate. In fact, this is easy to see geometrically;
a de Sitter 3-brane can be embedded in 5-dimensional Minkowski space via the equation
XAXA = R2, where R is the radius of the de Sitter space. Thus, taking xµ = Xµ as the
brane coordinates and y = X5 as the transverse coordinate, the pi profile is
pi ∼ y =
√
R2 − xµxµ ≈ −1
2Rx
µxµ + constant , (67)
where we have expanded for short distances. The constant can be ignored due to the shift
symmetry of pi.
Thus we consider the ansatz
piI = ΛIxµxµ, (68)
where ΛI are constants. This corresponds to a de Sitter brane bending along some general
transverse direction. It is easy to see that (66) then yields the condition
a2Λ
I − 24a4ΛIΛ2 = 0 , (69)
where Λ2 ≡ ΛIΛI . A non-trivial solution requires setting
Λ2 =
a2
24a4
, (70)
and exists if and only if a2 and a4 have the same sign.
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To study the stability of these solutions, we expand the field in fluctuations about the de
Sitter solution, setting piI = ΛIxµxµ + δpi
I . The part of the action quadratic in fluctuations
reads
LO(δpi2) = 48a4ΛIΛJ∂µpiI∂µpiJ . (71)
Since ΛIΛJ is a matrix of rank 1, only one of the pi fields propagates on this background.
No new degrees of freedom appear (contrary to the situation for example in massive gravity,
where a sixth degree of freedom appears around non-trivial backgrounds). This is a general
feature of galileon-type theories - the second order property of the equations guarantee that
no new degrees of freedom propagate around non-trivial backgrounds.
However, since ΛIΛJ is a positive matrix, our degree of freedom is a ghost if a4 > 0, signaling
that this solution is unstable7. If a2 > 0, so that there is no ghost around flat space, then
we must have a4 > 0 for a non-trivial de Sitter solution to exist, and hence there will be a
ghost around the de Sitter solution. If we choose a4 < 0 to avoid the ghost around de Sitter,
then we necessarily have a2 < 0 and the ghost reappears around flat space.
VI. QUANTUM PROPERTIES AND NON-RENORMALIZATION
One of the most interesting properties of the galileon actions is their stability under quantum
corrections (discussed for the special case of a single field cubic term in [2]). In this section,
we show that, in any theory with galilean symmetry on each field, the general multi-field
scalar galileon term receives no quantum corrections, to any order in perturbation theory,
in any number of dimensions.
Consider an effective field theory for scalars piI invariant under individual galilean transfor-
mations piI → piI + cI + bIµxµ (in this section we remain more general and do not impose
any additional internal symmetries among the pi fields). The classical action may contain
the general multi-field scalar galileon terms (21),
Ln+1 ∼ SI1I2···In+1ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn
(
piIn+1∂µ1∂ν1pi
I1∂µ2∂ν2pi
I2 · · · ∂µn∂νnpiIn
)
, (72)
7 Note that we use the (−,+,+,+) metric convention.
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with SI1I2···In+1 a symmetric constant tensor. These are the only terms that yield second
order equations of motion, and are the only n-field terms that contain 2n − 2 derivatives.
There are no terms with n fields that contain fewer that 2n − 2 derivatives, but there are
plenty of possible galilean invariant terms with ≥ 2n derivatives (i.e. any term with two or
more derivatives on each pi), and we also allow for the presence of these terms in the classical
action.
Consider quantum corrections by calculating the quantum effective action for the classical
field, Γ(pic), expanded about the expectation value 〈pi〉 = 0,
Γ(pic) = Γ(2)picpic + Γ(3)picpicpic + · · · . (73)
The term Γ(n) is calculated in momentum space by summing all 1PI diagrams with n
external pi lines. The position space action is obtained by expanding in powers of the
external momenta, and then replacing the momenta with derivatives. Γ(n) thus contains
all terms with n-fields and any number of derivatives, the number of derivatives being the
power of external momenta in the expansion of the n-point 1PI diagram.
To show that the terms (72) do not receive quantum corrections, we argue that all n point
diagrams, constructed with vertices drawn from the classical action, contain at least 2n
powers of the external momenta. To do this, we show that each external line contributes at
least two powers of the external momenta.
Focus on any given vertex connected to external lines, as depicted in figure 1. If the external
lines hit only the ∂∂pi pieces (this encompases the case where the vertex is drawn from non-
galileon terms, i.e. terms with at least two derivatives on every pi), then the vertex will
contribute two powers of momentum for each external line. The other possibility is that one
of the external lines hits the undifferentiated pi in a vertex of the form (72). Suppose there
are m external lines, then the contraction looks like
Ln+1 ∼ SI1I2···In+1ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn
(
pi
In+1
ext ∂µ1∂ν1pi
I1
ext · · · ∂µm−1∂νm−1piIm−1ext ∂µm∂νmpiImint · · · ∂µn∂νnpiInint
)
.
(74)
Using the antisymmetry of η, we may write the part containing piint as a double total deriva-
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FIG. 1: A general Feynman diagram and vertex potentially contributing to quantum corrections
to the galileon terms. As we prove, such corrections vanish in these theories.
tive,
Ln+1 ∼ SI1I2···In+1ηµ1ν1µ2ν2···µnνn
(
pi
In+1
ext ∂µ1∂ν1pi
I1
ext · · · ∂µm−1∂νm−1piIm−1ext ∂µm∂νm
[
piImint · · · ∂µn∂νnpiInint
])
.
(75)
The Feynman rule for this contraction therefore contains two factors of the sum of the
internal momenta,
∑
pint. By momentum conservation at each vertex, we can trade these
for the external momenta, −∑ pext. This adds two powers of pext to the count, making up
for the undifferentiated pi, and bringing the total to 2n.
This means that the expansion of the n-point diagram in powers of external momenta must
start at order ≥ 2n, so the terms of the form (72), which have 2n − 2 derivatives, cannot
receive new contributions. This holds at all loops in perturbation theory, and regardless of
any other terms of the form (∂∂pi)power that are present in the classical action. Note that
the kinetic term is of the form (72), so there is no wavefunction renormalization in these
theories.
This non-renormalization theorem is not a consequence of a symmetry of the theories. In
quantum field theory, we are used to seeing terms vanish or stay naturally small because of
symmetry, but here the terms (72) are compatible with the symmetries and yet still do not
receive quantum corrections. The situation is more analogous to that in supersymmetric
theories, where superpotentials do not receive quantum corrections even though they are
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compatible with supersymmetry. In the supersymmetric case there is an underlying reason,
namely holomorphy of the superpotential. Here, the reason seems to be that the galileon
terms just do not contain sufficient numbers of derivatives, yet still manage to be galilean-
invariant.
These conclusions may be changed when couplings to matter, as mentioned in section III,
are included. However, any corrections to the galileon terms must be proportional to the pi-
matter coupling, and thus must go to zero as these couplings do. In particular, in applications
to modified gravity, couplings to matter will typically be Planck-suppressed.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Braneworld models with induced gravity have been extensively studied in co-dimension
one. The relevant action contains a nonlinear cubic interaction which yields interesting
cosmological phenomenology and strict constraints from local tests of gravity. In this paper
we have systematically extended this idea to higher co-dimension, and have explored the
origin of the allowed terms, and the symmetry group under which they transform, in the
geometric terms arising in the action for the brane in the higher dimensional space. The
relevant terms are generalizations of those obtained in [17] and are related to the bulk
Lovelock terms and their associated boundary actions.
The existence of more than one extra spatial dimension allows for multiple brane bending
modes and correspondingly the 4-dimensional effective theory contains multiple galileon
fields. Interestingly, the residual symmetry group of this theory contains an internal SO(N)
subgroup that forbids nonlinear interactions with odd numbers of galileon fields. Thus,
the usual galileon term does not remain in higher co-dimension. Instead what results is
a highly constrained theory with a single coupling constant, governing the strength of a
unique nonlinear quartic derivative interaction. We have further proved a general non-
renormalization theorem, which demonstrates that in any number of co-dimensions, the
resulting galileon theory contains only terms that receive no quantum corrections at any
loop in perturbation theory.
Multi-galileon theories in principle possess a rich and interesting phenomenology. While not
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the main thrust of this paper, we have initiated such a study by considering the simplest
example of maximally symmetric backgrounds. For suitable choices of signs of the coupling
constants, we have demonstrated the existence of a de Sitter background, and have explored
the stability of the theory around it. The result is a generalization of the familiar DGP
case of a ghost in the accelerating branch. More precisely, we demonstrate that when the
de Sitter solution exists, then it is possible for either it, or the flat space solution to be
ghost-free, but not both. The implications of this result for self-accelerating cosmologies
from multi-galileon theories remain to be seen.
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Appendix A: Mathematics of higher co-dimension hypersurfaces
Here we describe the formalism necessary to deal with submanifolds of higher co-dimension.
The geometric setup is shown in figure 2.
1. Submanifolds and adapted basis
Let M be a manifold of dimension D, with coordinates XA. We describe an d-dimensional
submanifold N of M as the locus of zeros of N ≡ D − d functions
φI(X) = 0, I = 1 . . . N . (A1)
The level sets of φI give a foliation of M into a family of d-dimensional submanifolds, of
which N is a member. The submanifolds have co-dimension N .
We now describe a new set of coordinates on M, adapted to the foliation. First, set up
coordinates xµ, µ = 1 . . . d, on N . Now set up functions xµ(X) which are independent of the
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eAµ
XA
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nAi
φAI
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brane at φI = 0
FIG. 2: The geometric setup for a higher co-dimension brane
φI(X) and each other, and whose values on N coincide with the coordinates x on N . The
level sets of the xµ(X) will define a congruence of curves intersecting all the submanifolds.
We use this congruence to assign coordinates on all the other submanifolds from those on
N , so that the coordinates are given by xµ. The xµ along with the φI now form a new
coordinate system on M. We have a transformation from these new coordinates to the old
coordinates XA,
XA(xµ, φI), φI(XA), xµ(XA) . (A2)
The basis vectors of this new coordinate system are
φAI =
∂XA
∂φI
, eAµ =
∂XA
∂xµ
. (A3)
The basis one forms are
φ IA =
∂φI
∂XA
, e˜ µA =
∂xµ
∂XA
. (A4)
(We have put a tilde on e˜ µA , because later we will introduce a metric and use normal vectors
in place of φAI , so the dual basis will have to change, at which point we’ll use e
µ
A .)
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They satisfy duality and completeness relations
φAIφ
J
A = δ
J
I , e
A
µe˜
ν
A = δ
ν
µ, φ
A
I e˜
µ
A = e
A
µφ
I
A = 0 . (A5)
φAIφ
I
B + e
A
µe˜
µ
B = δ
A
B . (A6)
2. Metric
Now suppose there is a bulk metric GAB. The metric can have any signature, but we
demand that the foliation be non-null. There is now a well defined normal subspace of the
tangent space ofM at each point, which may be different from the subspace defined by the
congruence, which is spanned by φAI . We set up a basis consisting of N orthonormal normal
vectors nAi, as well as the e
A
µ which are not required to be orthonormal among themselves.
GABn
A
in
B
j = ηij, GABe
A
an
B
j = 0 . (A7)
Here ηij is the N -dimensional flat Minkowski or euclidean metric carrying whatever signature
the transverse space has. We define the associated dual forms e µA , n
i
A, at each point,
nAin
j
A = δ
j
i , e
A
νe
µ
A = δ
µ
ν , n
A
ie
µ
A = e
A
µn
i
A = 0 . (A8)
nAin
i
B + e
A
µe
µ
B = δ
A
B . (A9)
This choice of basis is unique up to local orthogonal rotations in the normal space.
3. Parallel and normal tensors
First we consider tensors which are parallel to the submanifoldN . A vector V A is parallel if it
admits the decomposition V A = V µeAµ. A form VA is parallel if it admits the decomposition
VA = Vµe
µ
A . (Notice that, unlike a vector, the notion of a form being parallel depends on
the dual basis, will change if the dual basis is changed, and hence depends on the metric.)
Similarly, a general tensor TAB...C... is parallel if it admits an analogous decomposition,
TAB...C... = A
µν...
ρ...e
A
µe
B
νe
ρ
C · · · . (A10)
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There is a bijective relation between tensors on the submanifold N (really a N -parameter
family of tensors, one on each surface, parametrized by φI) and parallel tensors in the bulk.
Given a parallel bulk tensor TAB...C..., it corresponds to the submanifold tensor A
µν...
ρ..., and vice
versa.
Define the projection tensor
PAB ≡ δAB − nAin iB . (A11)
It projects the tangent space ofM onto the tangent space of N , along the subspace spanned
by nAi. It satisfies
PACP
C
B = P
A
B, (A12)
PABe
B
µ = e
A
µ, P
A
Bn
B
i = 0, (A13)
PABe
µ
A = e
µ
B , P
A
Bn
i
A = 0 . (A14)
Given any bulk tensor, TAB...C..., we can make a parallel tensor by projecting it along all its
indices,
T
‖AB...
C... ≡ PADPBEP FC · · ·TDE...F ... . (A15)
A tensor is parallel if and only if it is equal to its projection.
We have the relation
eAµe
µ
B = P
A
B . (A16)
Projecting the metric gives the induced metric hAB on the hypersurfaces, whose intrinsic
components we denote gµν ,
hAB = P
C
AP
D
BGCD = gµνe
µ
A e
ν
B , gµν = e
A
µe
B
νhAB = e
A
µe
B
νgAB . (A17)
We raise and lower bulk indices A,B, . . . with GAB and its inverse G
AB, and we raise
and lower submanifold indices µ, ν, . . . with gµν and its inverse g
µν . We raise and lower
perpendicular indices i, j, . . . using ηij and its inverse η
ij. In particular, we have,
gµνGABe
B
ν = e
µ
A , η
ijGABn
B
j = n
i
A, (A18)
gµνG
ABe νB = e
A
µ, ηijG
ABn jB = n
A
i . (A19)
as well as
GACP
C
B = hAB, G
ACPBC = h
AB . (A20)
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We next consider tensors which are normal to the submanifolds. A vector V A is normal
if it admits the decomposition V A = V inAi. A form VA is normal if it admits the decom-
position VA = Vin
i
A. Similarly, a general tensor T
AB...
C... is normal if it admits an analogous
decomposition,
TAB...C... = A
ij...
k...n
A
in
B
jn
k
C · · · . (A21)
Define another projection tensor
PA⊥B ≡ δAB − eAµe µB . (A22)
It projects the tangent space ofM onto the normal space of N , along the tangent space. It
satisfies
PA⊥CP
C
⊥B = P
A
⊥B, (A23)
PA⊥Bn
B
i = n
A
i, P
A
⊥Be
B
µ = 0 (A24)
PA⊥Bn
i
A = n
i
B, P
A
⊥Be
µ
A = 0 . (A25)
Given any bulk tensor, e.g. TAB...C..., we can make a normal tensor by projecting it,
T⊥AB...C... = P
A
⊥DP
B
⊥EP
F
⊥C · · ·TDE...F ... . (A26)
A tensor is normal if and only if it is equal to its normal projection.
We have the relations
nAin
i
B = P
A
⊥B . (A27)
PA⊥CP
C
B = P
A
CP
C
⊥B = 0 . (A28)
PA⊥B + P
A
B = δ
A
B . (A29)
We may also define mixed tensors, with some indices tangent and others normal. Such a
tensor TA··· C···B··· D···, where the first group of indices A · · · , B · · · are to be tangent and the
second group C · · · , D · · · are to be normal, is one that admits the decomposition
TA··· C···B··· D··· = T
µ··· i···
ν··· j···e
A
µ · · · e νB · · ·nCi · · ·n jD · · · (A30)
A general tensor can always be decomposed into parallel, normal, and mixed components.
For example, a general (1, 1) tensor TAB can be written
TAB = T
µ
νe
A
µe
ν
B + T
µ
ie
A
µn
i
B + T
i
µn
A
ie
µ
B + T
i
jn
A
in
j
B . (A31)
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4. Induced connections
Consider now the covariant derivatives of a vector in the parallel directions. This is a
quantity which is well defined on the brane itself, i.e. the vector need only be defined on the
brane. Starting from the covariant derivatives of a parallel vector in the parallel directions,
we may expand the result into tangent and normal directions via the Gauss-Weingarten
relation
eBµ∇BeAν = ΓρµνeAρ −KiµνnAi . (A32)
Here Γρµν and K
i
µν are defined as the expansion coefficients, equal to
Γρµν = e
ρ
A e
B
µ∇BeAν , (A33)
Kiµν = −n iAeBµ∇BeAν . (A34)
It is straightforward to show that Γρµν transforms as a connection under changes in the brane
coordinates xµ, and it is in fact precisely the Levi-Civita connection of the induced metric
gµν ,
Γρµν =
1
2
gρλ (∂µgνλ + ∂νgλµ − ∂λgµν) . (A35)
The quantity Kiµν transforms as a tensor in its µν indices under changes in the brane
coordinates, and as a vector in its i index under orthogonal changes in the frame nAi. It is
called the extrinsic curvature. By using the relation ∇A(n iBeBν) = 0, we can also write it as
Kiµν ≡ ∇Bn iA eBµeAν . (A36)
The extrinsic curvature is symmetric
Kiµν = K
i
νµ , (A37)
which can be easily shown by noting that the basis vectors have zero lie bracket, hence
eBν∇BeAµ = eBµ∇BeAν . We also have
Kiµν = ∇(An iB)eAµeBν =
1
2
eAµe
B
νLniGAB . (A38)
Its trace is given by
Ki = gµνKiµν = ∇AnAi . (A39)
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Note that in higher co-dimension, the extrinsic curvature gains another index, i. There is
one extrinsic curvature component for each normal direction.
Next consider the covariant derivatives of a normal vector in the parallel directions, and
expand the result into normal and tangent directions
eBµ∇BnAi = βjµinAj +K νiµ eAν . (A40)
Here βjµi and K
ν
iµ are defined as the expansion coefficients, equal to
βjµi = n
j
A e
B
µ∇BnAi , (A41)
K νiµ = e
ν
A e
B
µ∇BnAi . (A42)
The K νiµ are again the extrinsic curvature, with indices raised and lowered as shown.
The βjµi transform as a connection under orthogonal changes in the frame n
A
i. It is called the
twist connection, and is the metric connection on the normal bundle, metric compatibility
being expressed as the anti-symmetry relation
βkµjηki = −βkµiηkj. (A43)
The twist connection vanishes identically in co-dimension one, so it is an essentially higher
co-dimension object.
Using the connection on the tangent bundle Γρµν , and the connection β
j
µi on the normal
bundle, we can define covariant derivatives Dµ. Acting on a general mixed tensor T
µ··· i···
ν··· j···,
DρT
µ··· i···
ν··· j··· = ∂ρT
µ··· i···
ν··· j··· + Γ
µ
ρσT
σ··· i···
ν··· j··· + · · ·
−ΓσρνT µ··· i···σ··· j··· − · · ·
+βiρkT
µ··· k···
ν··· j··· + · · ·
−βkρjT µ··· i···ν··· k··· − · · · . (A44)
The covariant derivative DρT
µ··· i···
ν··· j··· transforms as a tensor, in the manner indicated by its
indices.
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5. Curvatures
By commutating the covariant derivatives, we arrive at curvature tensors
[Dµ, Dν ]T
ρ··· i···
σ··· j··· =
(d)RρλµνT
λ··· i···
σ··· j··· + · · ·
−(d)RλσµνT ρ··· i···λ··· j··· − · · ·
+(⊥)RikµνT
ρ··· k···
σ··· j··· + · · ·
−(⊥)RkjµνT ρ··· i···σ··· k··· − · · · , (A45)
where the curvatures are defined as
(d)Rρσµν = ∂µΓ
ρ
νσ − ∂νΓρµσ + ΓρµλΓλνσ − ΓρνλΓλµσ , (A46)
(⊥)Rijµν = ∂µβ
i
νj − ∂νβiµj + βiµkβkνj − βiνkβkµj . (A47)
These are anti-symmetric in their first two indices and in their last two indices, and transform
as tensors.
The bulk curvature components, which can be determined from data localized solely on the
brane, can be written in terms of brane quantities. The relations are the Gauss, Codazzi,
and Ricci equations respectively,
RABCDe
C
µe
D
νe
A
ρe
B
σ =
(d)Rρσµν +K
i
µσKiνρ −KiνσKiµρ (A48)
RABCDe
C
µe
D
νe
B
ρn
Ai = DνK
i
µρ −DµKiνρ (A49)
RABCDe
C
µe
D
νn
A
jn
B
i =
(⊥)Rjiµν +K
ρ
iµ Kjνρ −K ρiν Kjµρ . (A50)
The final equation only appears in co-dimension > 1. Recall that in these expressions the
covariant derivative must also act on i, j · · · indices, via the connection βiµj.
Appendix B: Lovelock terms
Let the dimension be D. For even N ≥ 2, define,
L(N) = 1
2N/2
N !δµ1µ2...µN−1µNν1ν2...νN−1νN R
ν1ν2
µ1µ2
R ν3ν4µ3µ4 · · ·R νN−1νNµN−1µN . (B1)
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The delta symbol is defined as
δµ1µ2...µn−1µnν1ν2...νn−1νn ≡ δ[µ1ν1 δµ2ν2 · · · δµn−1νn−1 δµn]νn =
1
n!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
δµ1ν1 · · · δµ1νn
...
. . .
...
δµnν1 · · · δµnνn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (B2)
It is anti-symmetric in the µ’s, anti-symmetric in the ν’s, and symmetric under the inter-
change of any µ, ν pair with another. For n ≥ m it satisfies the identity
δµ1...µnν1...νn δ
ν1...νm
µ1...µm
=
(n−m)!
n!
[
m∏
i=1
(D − (n− i))
]
δµm+1...µnνm+1...νn , (B3)
as well as identities obtained by expanding out the determinant above in minors, such as
the following
δµ1...µnν1...νn =
1
n
(
δµ1ν1 δ
µ2...µn
ν2...νn
− δµ1ν2 δµ2...µnν1ν3...νn + · · ·+ (−1)nδµ1νnδµ2...µnν1...νn−1
)
=
1
n
(
δµ1ν1 δ
µ2...µn
ν2...νn
− δµ2ν1 δµ1µ3...µnν2...νn + · · ·+ (−1)nδµnν1 δµ1...µn−1ν2...νn
)
. (B4)
The term L(N) vanishes identically for N < D (with D even or odd). For D even, the
integral over a compact oriented riemannian manifold gives the Euler characteristic
χ(M) =
1
(4pi)D/2
(
D
2
)
!
∫
dDx
√
|g|L(D). (B5)
In particular, this integral does not depend on the metric. Therefore, for any background
metric its variation with respect to the metric must vanish, and thus the integrand must be
a total derivative,
√|g|L(D) = ∂µ(something)µ.
The first few terms are
L(0) = 1, (B6)
L(2) = R,
L(4) = R2 − 4RµνRµν +RµνλσRµνλσ.
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